
 

 

 
THE HELVETIA & BRISTOL PRESENTS 

THE BRISTOL WINTER GARDEN  
AND CUISINE BY CHEF  

PASQUALE D’AMBROSIO 
 

The new fine dining experience at the Bristol Winter Garden is an elegant and contemporary 
interpretation of Italian cuisine, made all the more expressive by the chef’s 

 immense passion for poetry and theatre 
 

 
 
 

Florence, September 11, 2019: In Florence, there’s a new and fascinating home for lovers of fine dining: the 

newest addition to the Helvetia & Bristol’s dining services, led by the skillful hands of Executive Chef Pasquale 

D’Ambrosio, offers a cuisine that exalts the ingredients and valorizes it with echoes of the past and accents of 

contemporaneity, all inside a versatile and evocative space transformed in a detailed restoration.  

The menu designed by Pasquale d’Ambrosio is a compendium of Italian food culture with hints of personality, 

elevated to the highest levels by the chef’s extraordinary abilities to thrill whilst offering technically precise and 

sophisticated dishes.  

 

Authentic flavours are the soul of his elegant dishes, with many references to the chef’s origins in Campania and 

measured inclusions of Tuscan – though not only – tradition: from fettuccia di Gragnano alla Nerano, tasty 

clams and Calvisius caviar to pacchero alla luciana, Cinta Senese pork belly, apples from the Casentino 

mountains, burnt endives and Miele di Spiaggia, the dishes can be enjoyed in the evocative ambiance of the 

Winter Garden.  
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The wine menu, designed by Doctor Wine Daniele Cernilli, tips its hat at Tuscany but also opens its horizons to 

Italy as a whole. There is a good selection of Italian and French bubblies as well.  

In the Winter Garden, where the restaurant is located – a welcoming lounge that was recently restored – 

mirrored screens bestow intimacy to the setting, reflecting the exquisite petroleum blue velvet of the seats, the 

wicker pieces and the green finishing touches. The walls create a visual harmony that blends with the furniture: 

the sophisticated wallpaper designed by the artist Ottavia Moschini depicts Tuscan fauna, recalling classic 

motifs of 18th-century chinoiserie, a recurring theme throughout the hotel.  

Tinello, a masterpiece of Florentine high craftsmanship designed by Riccardo Barthel, is located opposite the 

Winter Garden and is the newest element of the renovated Helvetia & Bristol. This space is reserved for special 

food and wine events and can be used starting at breakfast; it also becomes the Chef’s table for private events 

thanks to a fully equipped kitchenette.  

The Bristol Bar & Lounge is the perfect place for a relaxing aperitivo in the evening, surrounded by a peaceful 

and elegant atmosphere. During the warmer months, an outdoor seating area is opened, becoming an en plein 

air sitting room that offers intimacy and a one-of-a-kind view of Palazzo Strozzi.  

 

For those who choose Helvetia & Bristol for a quick, informal lunch without renouncing good quality, the COMBI 

LUNCH menu offers the opportunity to enjoy a complete meal in only 20 minutes, choosing between a 

traditional, seafood or vegetarian menu (available from 12pm to 3pm at the bar and outdoor seating area; €29, 

dessert included).  

There is also an All Day menu, which can be enjoyed in the outdoor seating area or at the bar between 11am 

and 10.30pm. The menu includes the hotel’s great classics, like the Club Sandwich or Caesar Salad, or 

delicious gourmet bruschetta and signature sandwiches, like Fuori dall’Acqua, made with DOP Tuscan bread, 

roasted octopus, fermented lettuce, candied San Marzano tomato and spiced potatoes.  
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The Helvetia & Bristol began welcoming guests back in the spring following an extraordinary renovation that, 

thanks to contributions from skills artisan masters, bestowed the hotel with its original splendour, enriched with 

luxury and contemporary comforts.  

Since its opening in 1883, the hotel has been the preferred Florentine residence for artists, intellectuals and 

travelers from all over the world, each fascinated by the building’s discreet luxury, high-quality service and 

enviable location in the heart of the city.  

 

 

Pasquale d’Ambrosio 

Born in Campania, chef Pasquale D’Ambrosio discovered his passion for improvised cooking as a child, and 

over the years, he’s crafted a blend between cuisine and his other great passions: poetry and theatre.  

In 2002, at only 26 years old, he became chef at the Sheraton Diana Majestic in Milan.  

His cuisine, characterized by attention to well-being and each dish’s nutritional aspects, is the result of 

numerous experiments over the years that have even earned him recognitions and television appearances.  

His dishes are an ode to what it means to be Italian, and are often compared to Impressionism for the use of 

colours and hues that pair perfectly together.  

In 2015, he was entrusted with leading the kitchen at Sheraton Milan Malpensa, which became a must for foodie 

travelers.  

Since the spring of 2019, he has been the executive chef at the Bristol Winter Garden at the Helvetia & Bristol – 

Starhotels Collezione in Florence, where he has created a place that offers harmony for the senses with the 

flavours and aromas of a bygone yet ever-present era.  
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General information and special events: 

The Bristol Winter Garden is open every day 

Lunch: 12:30pm - 3:00pm 

Dinner: 7:30pm - 10:30pm 

For the à la carte lunch menu, the average price is €35, wine excluded 

For the à la carte dinner menu, the average price is €75, wine excluded 

 

The Bristol Winter Garden, outdoor seating area and Bristol Bar & Lounge will host a calendar of special events 

throughout the year.  

Sunday Lunch: 

Sunday Lunch is a new food event dedicated to Italy’s jovial hospitality.  

Starting on Sunday, September 15, the chef will introduce guests to authentic, homemade Italian cuisine, with a 

focus on seasonality.  

Every week, Sunday Lunch will be dedicated to a different region and its culinary tradition, without forgetting our 

beloved Tuscany.  

Adults: €75 per person 

Children aged 5 to 14: €40 per person 

Children aged 0 to 4 eat for free 

 

A Taste of Tuscany: Wednesday aperitivo 

Every Wednesday, from 6pm to 8pm, in the welcoming ambiance of our outdoor seating area, the hotel will offer 

a tasting of exquisite local wines selected by Doctor Wine Daniele Cernilli paired with Tuscan cold cuts and 

cheeses selected by the chef. 

€18 per person 

 

Cocktails & Live Music 

From Monday to Friday (excluding Wednesday), there will be live music and signature cocktails in the 

fascinating outdoor seating area from 7pm to 10pm. 

 

Starhotels 

 
Starhotels, a private, Italian hotel company operating in the upscale and upper scale & luxury sectors, is a market leader in the hospitality 
industry. The chain vaunts 29 hotels located in the heart of the top Italian cities, London, Paris and New York, for a total of 4,100 rooms. 
Starhotels aims to be synonymous with the excellence of Italian hospitality, offering an impeccable service that excels at anticipating the 
guests’ wishes and exceeding their expectations. 
The prestigious Starhotels Collezione, twelve fascinating historic residences, each vaunting a strong character and offering memorable 
experiences – icons of style in the most beautiful cities in the world – stand out for their strategic positions, sophisticated design and 
bespoke services. Starhotels Collezione properties are located in New York, Paris, London, Milan, Rome, Florence, Venice, Siena, Trieste 
and Vicenza.  
The Starhotels Premium, situated in the heart of the most beautiful Italian cities, like Milan, Rome, Florence, Naples, Turin, Genoa, 
Bologna, Parma and Bergamo, are characterized by a distinct and contemporary style and by an excellent, welcoming service able to 
convey an intangible sense of well-being to their guests. 

 
 
Press Contacts 
Email: pressoffice@starhotels.it 
Telephone: + 39 055 3692236 
www.starhotels.com 
www.starhotelscollezione.com 

 #starhotels #starhotelscollezione 

 

 

Helvetia & Bristol Firenze – Starhotels Collezione 

Via dei Pescioni, 2 50123 Florence - Italy 

Tel. + 39 055 26651 | Fax +39 055 288353 
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